By taking the interacting spinor-scalar theory on the AdS d+1 space we calculate the boundary CFT correlation functions using AdS/CFT correspondence.
Introduction
The correspondence between field theories in (d+1)−dimensional Anti-de Sitter space and d−dimensional conformal field theories has been studied in various aspects in the last few months. This correspondence has been conjectured in the large N limit of superconformal gauge theories and the supergravity on AdS d+1 spaces [1] and also has been studied in [2] in connection with the non-extremal black-hole physics. This suggested correspondence has been made more precise in [3, 4, 5] . The partition function of any field theory on AdS d+1 defined by,
where φ 0 is the finite field defined on the boundary of AdS d+1 and the integration is over the field configurations φ that go to the φ 0 when one goes from the bulk of AdS d+1 to its boundary. According to the above mentioned works, Z AdS is identified with the generating functional of the boundary conformal field theory given by,
for a quasi-primary conformal operator O on the M d , boundary of AdS d+1 . This correspondence were given in [4] for a free massive scalar field and a free U(1) gauge theory. Some other examples as interacting massive scalar, free massive spinor and massive interacting vector-spinor cases are studied in [6] , [7] and [8] respectively. Also for classical gravity and type-IIB string theory one can refer to [9, 10, 11] . In all these cases, the exact partition function (1.1) is given by the exponential of the action evaluated for a classical field configuration which solves the classical equations of motion. The result of calculations shows that the evaluated partition function is equal to the generating functional (1.2) of some conformal field theory with a quasi-primary operator with a certain conformal weight. The purpose of this letter is to investigate the above correspondence in the case of interacting spinors-scalars theory. The natural motivation for this study comes from the importance of non-linear SUSY theories living on the world-volumes of D-branes, namely supersymmetric DBI actions. The tension of D-branes is involved by e −φ (φ dilaton field) and by noting different powers of fermions in the action one can find vertices with different numbers of spinors and scalars. Even in the low energy limit which DBI action is approximated by SUSY gauge theories, the gauge coupling constant is involved by e φ and so the terms with quadratic in spinors and different number of scalars will appear.
In particular, we calculate the boundary CFT correlation functions using AdS/CFT correspondence to be in agreement with CFT expectations. In the case of correlation functions with quadratic in spinors we found that they are generated only from a surface term introduced in [7] to prevent the vanishing on-shell action. This observation is done also in [8] for the vector-spinor theory.
On-shell action
Let us start with the following action for the interacting spinors-scalars theory which may be taken as a generalization of Fermi's four fermion theory on the AdS d+1 ,
where
2)
3) 
The necessity of adding the S f 1 to S f in the interacting theory on AdS d+1 is as follows [7] : it can be shown easily that the quadratic spinor terms in action vanish with on-shell fields. So in calculating the partition function the correlation functions which are quadratic in spinors can not be generated. As we show in the following, only surface term in the action is responsible to generate the correlators with quadratic in spinors. In fact the surface term is sufficient to produce correlation functions quadratic in spinors and at tree level no modification of the action is required. We use the AdS d+1 space which is represented in x = (x 0 , x) coordinates by the domain x 0 > 0 and its metric is given by,
The boundary M d is the hypersurface x 0 = 0 plus a single point at x 0 = ∞ and the metric on the
one can represent the solutions of equations of motion as [6, 7, 8] φ
whereψ + ( x) and ψ − ( x) are the boundary value of fieldsψ(x) and ψ(x) with Γ 0 ψ − (
By defining
13)
14)
satisfy the free equations of motion, so external legs in Feynman diagrams should be replaced by them. In a Born approximation one finds for the solutions of equations of motion as
(2.21)
By inserting the solutions (2.16), (2.17) and (2.18) in the action and using the definitions (2.13), (2.14) and (2.15) and equations of motion one finds for the action
which shows that the on-shell action finds quadratic terms in spinors (n = 1) only via the surface term in (2.1). It also shows that the other non-quadratic terms are multiplied by a constant involving κ.
3 Correlation functions 3.1 (2n, 0)−point functions (pure spinor)
The boundary term (2.22) gives the correlation function of a pseudo-conformal operator O α and its conjugateŌ β on the M d with the following two-point function [7] ,
Now, the interaction term in (2.22) gives a contribution to the partition function as
from which one can find the (2n, 0)−point function,
By using the Feynman parameter technics one can find [6] 
+ M f for all i one may change the (2n, 0)-point function (3.3) to a similar form which is suitable to investigate the conformal properties.
For n = 2, i.e. the (4, 0)−point function we have
where it can easily be shown that G (4,0) has all appropriate conformal symmetries such as translation, scaling and inversion. To test inversion, we can write (3.5) as follow, [6] . Expanding the above relation in terms of y ij we have
where 2∆ f ≡ ∆ ′ − 1 = d + 2M f andŷ ij is the unit vector along y ij , which shows the invariance of (4, 0)−point function under inversion.
(2n, m)−point functions (spinor-scalar)
Here, we calculate the spinor-scalar (2n, m)−point functions of boundary CFT. By using the relations (2.4), (2.11), (2.12) and the following relation for the bosonic field configuration in the bulk of AdS d+1 , [6] 
where φ 0 is the bosonic field φ(x) on the boundary and
, one can calculate the partition function to be
from which one can find the (2n, m)-point functions
By using the relation (3.4) and taking 11) one can obtain the explicit form of the (2n, m)-point functions. For n = 1 and m = 1 one finds
The integrals over α's can be done 13) where B is the beta function andŷ 12 is the unit vector in the direction ( y 1 − y 2 ). The calculation of (2, 2) correlation function can be done as above.
Conclusion
In this paper we apply the conjectured AdS/CFT correspondence to spinor-scalar interacting field theory. In this way we calculated the pure spinor and mixed spinor-scalar boundary CFT correlation functions. In all cases were done explicitly we found agreement with CFT expectations. Our main result is related to the correlators with two spinor and any number of scalars which were introduced in the text as (2, m)-point functions. It is observed that (2, m)-point functions come only from a surface term introduced in [7] (which is added to prevent the vanishing of the on-shell free action), and no more modification is required. So we found that no modification is required to get (2, m) CFT correlators up to the first order of perturbation.
Also the effect of the surface term on the other correlators (2n, m) (n ≥ 2) found to be a multiplicative constant.
